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Abstract
We present a method for the multiplication of an arbitrary vector by a symmetric cen-
trosymmetric matrix, requiring 54 n
2 C O.n/ floating-point operations, rather than the 2n2
operations needed in the case of an arbitrary matrix. Combining this method with Trench’s
algorithm for Toeplitz matrix inversion yields a method for solving Toeplitz systems with the
same complexity as Levinson’s algorithm. © 2000 Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The multiplication of an arbitrary vector by a matrix on a sequential machine
requires, in general, 2n2 floating-point operations (following [5], we define a float-
ing-point operation, or flop, as either an addition/subtraction or multiplication/divi-
sion). This remains true even for a symmetric matrix. However, if, in addition to
being symmetric, the matrix is also persymmetric (symmetric with respect to the
southwest–northeast diagonal), then the complexity can be reduced significantly.
Matrices, which are both symmetric and persymmetric, are called symmetric cen-
trosymmetric. In this paper, we present a method for multiplying an arbitrary vector
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by such a matrix with 54n
2 C O.n/ flops. Additional multiplications by the same
matrix cost only an additional n2 C O.n/ flops per multiplication. We also briefly
consider an application of this method by combining it with Trench’s algorithm
[5,7] for Toeplitz matrix inversion to produce a method for solving positive-definite
symmetric Toeplitz systems, which has the same complexity as Levinson’s algorithm
[5,6]. The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to a few basic defini-
tions and results; in Section 3, we present our method and discuss some implications,
whereas in Section 4, we briefly show an application to Toeplitz systems.
2. Preliminaries
A matrix M 2 R.n;n/ is said to be persymmetric if it is symmetric about its
southwest–northeast diagonal. For such a matrix M, this is the same as requiring
that JMTJ D M , where J is a matrix with ones on its southwest–northeast diagonal
and zeros everywhere else (the exchange matrix). It is easy to see that the inverse
of a persymmetric matrix is also persymmetric. A matrix Q 2 R.n;n/ is said to be
centrosymmetric if it satisfies JQJ D Q. Its inverse is also centrosymmetric. A
matrix which is both symmetric and persymmetric is therefore called symmetric
centrosymmetric, or doubly symmetric.
An even vector v is defined as a vector satisfying Jv D v and an odd vector w as
one that satisfies Jw D −w.
A symmetric matrix T 2 R.n;n/ is said to be Toeplitz if its elements Tij satis-
fy Tij D jj−ij, where fj gn−1jD0 are the components of a vector .0; r/T 2 Rn, with
r D .1; : : : ; n−1/T 2 Rn−1, so that
T D
0
BBBBB@
0 1 2 : : : n−1
1 0 1 : : : n−2
:::
:::
::: : : :
:::
n−2 n−3 n−4 : : : 1
n−1 n−2 n−3 : : : 0
1
CCCCCA
:
The matrix T is symmetric centrosymmetric and so is its inverse. Such matrices
appear in many applications and we refer to [2] for a good overview.
We denote the exchange matrix by J without specifically indicating its dimension,
which is assumed to be clear from the context.
3. Symmetric centrosymmetric matrix–vector multiplication
Consider the multiplication Mnb.n/, where Mn is a real n  n symmetric cen-
trosymmetric matrix and b.n/ is a real n-dimensional vector. The matrix Mn can be
partitioned as follows:
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Mn D
0
B@
 tT 
t Mn−2 J t
 tTJ 
1
CA ;
where Mn−2 2 R.n−2;n−2/; t 2 Rn−2 and ;  2 R. We note that Mn−2 is also
symmetric centrosymmetric. The method we are about to construct is based on this
partition of Mn and on the fact that b.n/ D b.n/e C b.n/o , where
b.n/e D 12 .b.n/ C Jb.n// and b.n/o D 12 .b.n/ − Jb.n//:
The even part of b.n/ satisfies Jb.n/e D b.n/e , whereas for the odd part we have
Jb
.n/
o D −b.n/o . We compute Mnb.n/ as Mnb.n/e C Mnb.n/o . Writing
b.n/e D .e; b.n−2/e ; e/T and b.n/o D .o; b.n−2/o ;−o/T;
respectively, we have
Mnb
.n/
e D
0
B@
 tT 
t Mn−2 J t
 tTJ 
1
CA
0
@
e
b
.n−2/
e
e
1
A D
0
BB@
. C /e C tTb.n−2/e
e .t C J t/ C Mn−2b.n−2/e
. C /e C tTb.n−2/e
1
CCA ;
which computes the first and last components of Mnb.n/e , and
Mnb
.n/
o D
0
B@
 tT 
t Mn−2 J t
 tTJ 
1
CA
0
@
o
b
.n−2/
o
−o
1
A D
0
B@
. − /o C tTb.n−2/o
o .t − J t/ C Mn−2b.n−2/o
−. − /o − tTb.n−2/o
1
CA ;
which computes the first and last components of Mnb.n/o . We then repeat this pro-
cedure for Mn−2b.n−2/e and Mn−2b.n−2/o , add the result to that of the previous step,
and continue in this manner until the whole product is computed. This leads to the
algorithm, labeled “Algorithm 1”, for computing y D Mnb.n/. We have used similar
notation as in [5], with the subscripts “e” and “o” referring to even and odd quanti-
ties, respectively. For positive numbers (as is the case here), the notation b c means
“rounded to the nearest smaller integer”. For the sake of clarity, some redundant
quantities were introduced in the algorithm. These do not affect the complexity.
Algorithm 1.
m D bnC12 c
be.1 V m/ D .1=2/ .b.1 V m/ C b.m V −1 V 1//
bo.1 V m/ D .1=2/ .b.1 V m/ − b.m V −1 V 1//
if n is even
for j D 1 V m − 1
 D q.j; j/
 D q.j; n − j C 1/
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s D q.j; j C 1 V n − j/
se.1 V m − j/ D s.1 V m − j/ C s.n − 2j V −1 V m − j C 1/
so.1 V m − j/ D s.1 V m − j/ − s.n − 2j V −1 V m − j C 1/
ze.j/ D . C /be.j/ C se.1 V m − j/Tbe.j C 1 V m/
ze.j C 1 V m/ D ze.j C 1 V m/ C be.j/se.1 V m − j/
zo.j/ D . − /bo.j/ C so.1 V m − j/Tbo.j C 1 V m/
zo.j C 1 V m/ D zo.j C 1 V m/ C bo.j/so.1 V m − j/
end
else (n is odd)
for j D 1 V m − 1
 D q.j; j/
 D q.j; n − j C 1/
s D q.j; j C 1 V n − j/
se.1 V m − j/ D s.1 V m − j/ C s.n − 2j V −1 V m − j/
so.1 V m − j/ D s.1 V m − j/ − s.n − 2j V −1 V m − j/
ze.j/ D . C /be.j/ C se.1 V m − j/Tbe.j C 1 V m/
−se.m − j/be.m/
ze.j C 1 V m/ D ze.j C 1 V m/ C be.j/se.1 V m − j/
zo.j/ D . − /bo.j/ C so.1 V m − j/Tbo.j C 1 V m/
zo.j C 1 V m/ D zo.j C 1 V m/ C bo.j/so.1 V m − j/
end
end
y.1 V m/ D ze.1 V m/ C zo.1 V m/
if n is even
y.m C 1 V n/ D ze.m V −1 V 1/ − zo.m V −1 V 1/
else (n is odd)
y.m C 1 V n/ D ze.m − 1 V −1 V 1/ − zo.m − 1 V −1 V 1/
end
We stress that this is a conceptual algorithm only, as the final implementation de-
pends on the architecture of the machine on which it is supposed to run. The al-
gorithm could also be executed backwards, by starting with M1b.1/ for n odd, or
M2b.2/ for n even. Furthermore, the computations of the even and odd parts of y
are independent of each other and could be processed in parallel. At each step of
Algorithm 1, two components are computed for both b.n/e and b.n/o , from the outer
components down to the middle ones as it proceeds from step to step.
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Let us now have a look at the number of flops executed by Algorithm 1. We first
consider Mnb.n/e when n is even. At the stage where Mjb.j/e (j < n) is carried out,
we have
Mjb
.j/
e D
0
B@
γ sT 
s Mj−2 J s
 sTJ γ
1
CA
0
BB@
e
b
.j−2/
e
e
1
CCA D
0
B@
.γ C /e C sTb.j−2/e
e .s C J s/ C Mj−2b.j−2/e
.γ C /e C sTb.j−2/e
1
CA ;
where γ;  2 R and s 2 Rj−2. Taking into account the symmetry of b.j/e and .s C
J s/, we need to execute, at this stage, .j − 1/ additions and .j − 1/ multiplications.
Except for j D n, this must then be added to the solution vector found thus far, which
requires an additional j=2 additions. Summing over all steps, this gives
.n C .n − 2/ C    C 2/ − n
2
C
n
2
− 1

C
n
2
− 2

C    C 2 C 1

additions and
.n C .n − 2/ C    C 2/ − n
2
multiplications. This yields . 38n
2 − 14n/ additions and . 14n2/ multiplications. Analo-
gously, the same complexity is obtained for Mnb.n/o , so that if we apply the matrix
to an arbitrary vector b.n/ and also take into account the cost of computing the even
and odd parts of b.n/ and of adding the even and odd parts of the solution, we obtain
for the computation of Mnb.n/ a complexity of . 34n
2 C n/ additions and . 12n2 C n/
multiplications. This means that the total complexity of the method is 54n
2 C O.n/
flops. The same complexity is obtained when n is odd. If the vectors

vj C Jvj
}b nC12 c
jD1 and

vj − Jvj
}b nC12 c
jD1 ;
where the vj ’s are the columns of Mn, are stored (at a cost of roughly n2=4), then
each subsequent multiplication by an arbitrary vector costs only n2 C O.n/ addi-
tional flops. No extra storage is required if the matrix Mn, which requires the same
amount of storage, is overwritten by these data.
4. Positive-definite Toeplitz systems of equations
In this section we briefly illustrate an application of symmetric centrosymmetric
matrix–vector multiplication in the context of Toeplitz systems by showing that it
leads to yet another O.n2/ algorithm for such problems.
The special system of equations T x D −r , with T and r as in Section 2 and T
positive-definite, is called the Yule–Walker (YW) system of equations. It frequently
appears in digital signal processing problems and can be solved by Durbin’s method
with 2n2 C O.n/ flops (see [4]). Its solution is used in an efficient algorithm for the
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inversion of a positive-definite Toeplitz matrix, due to Trench [7]. If Durbin’s algo-
rithm is used for solving the YW equations, then Trench’s algorithm requires a total
of 134 n
2 C O.n/ flops. However, in [3], an algorithm (“the split Levinson method”)
is derived, requiring only 32n
2 C O.n/ flops to solve the YW equations. This reduces
Trench’s algorithm’s complexity to 114 n
2 C O.n/ flops. We refer, once again, to [5]
for an overview of algorithms and references related to Toeplitz matrices. There are
other algorithms for these same problems with better complexity for large matrices
and we refer to, i.e., [1] and references therein.
A classical method for solving positive-definite real symmetric Toeplitz systems
of linear equations with arbitrary right-hand side (of the form Ty D b) and which
does not involve matrix inversion, is Levinson’s algorithm [5,6]. Its complexity is
4n2 C O.n/ flops. An alternative to Levinson’s algorithm can be obtained by first in-
verting the coefficient matrix using Trench’s method and then applying the resulting
matrix to the right-hand side, i.e., y D T −1b. However, this would not be advanta-
geous in terms of number of operations if regular matrix multiplication were used.
On the other hand, the inverse of a symmetric Toeplitz matrix is symmetric centro-
symmetric and we can therefore, given T −1, apply our algorithm to compute T −1b.
Let us have a look at the complexity of such a procedure. Trench’s algorithm with the
split Levinson algorithm requires 114 n
2 C O.n/ flops. Multiplying the inverse matrix
and the right-hand side using Algorithm 1 then adds 54n
2 C O.n/ flops, yielding a
total of 4n2 C O.n/ flops, which is precisely the same as for Levinson’s algorithm.
In fact, it may be more desirable to use our method if the system needs to be solved
for more than one right-hand side, especially since each subsequent solve requires
only n2 C O.n/ flops, once the necessary quantities have been stored. Such an algo-
rithm is, in general, likely to be less accurate than Levinson’s algorithm, but iterative
refinement of the solution could always be used, if necessary. However, these are
practical considerations (as is the size of the matrix, which may give an advantage to
the so-called superfast solvers in [1]) and the choice of algorithm will depend on the
circumstances.
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